
From a discussion series held at Kara Walkerʼs studio under the auspices of her
ʻ6 to 8 monthsʼ project (http://628months.blogspot.com/)

TEXT RELATING TO QUEER/MIGRANT/ARTIST/ETHNIC DISCOURSE:

- florida and co sometimes lump minority/immigrants, queer folk and artists into a
'creative' class cauldron ... when it is not so much a class as it is the ingredients
for gentrification (a neutral process that can be thoughtful or destructive)
- i make an assumption here that the overlap b/w artist/queer/activist
demographics has a sizable 'venn' overlap and in so doing, I would say that there
is a multi-faceted ideology, one that is sort of like Benjamin's Parisian flaneur:
curious, adventurous, drawn to issues, must see for themselves, engaged 
- this plays out with that set of ideologues being drawn to major traumas/crises
(like Detroit's urban condition; New Orleans post Katrina; George Gittoes-style
citizen journalism worldwide in war zones) but also to smaller, localized traumas
such as those felt due to quickly changing neighborhoods e.g. the quotidian
trauma of the immigrant experience for example, one which often plays out in
n'hoods that are (close enough to commerce/informal economy/day labor options
... conditions needed to sustain newcomers/immigrants) in the sites of
developers and thus risk rapid and often destructive gentrification.
- this cumulative causality means (in a way) that that flaneur-set is complicit with
the (um.. gotta get Marx in there:) superstructure that assures gentrification will
happen as fast as it can (a force that is always there in such n'hoods and only
mitigated by citizen - and sometimes municipal - reactions.
- i think that Florida and co gloss over the relation b/w this flaneur-set (which
includes ethnic diversity, but not as much class diversity as they pretend) and the
immigrant pops that are drawn to (or rather constitute) these transitional n'hoods.
- i think that sometimes (and non-aggressively so) the flaneur-set perceive a
common ideology with the immigrant-set, yet when the developers touch down in
these n'hoods it is sort of every (wo)man for her/his-self to the extent that the
flaneur-set has easily gotten in bed w/ developers historically (and in a city such
as nyc) to help them expand their control (e.g. a community use facility in a
planned hi-rise can be 'given' to community/art groups without any expense to
the developer and actually helping them brand the new spaces (carved out living
zones) as artistic and edgy w/ the additional boon that by 'giving' space to the
community they are able to upzone and thus build bigger and higher
edifices/altars to fucked-up capitalism (and the cycle goes on).
- i think the real work in this dialogue is to acknowledge our own agency
something that is ever so hard to do when we -as artists/activists/non-profit
types- are not making so much money and thus need to be living in these



n'hoods which are also -um- affordable.  i think in all things we are going to be
complicit, yet we cannot fall into complacency
- also, i think that judith butler has a good understanding of the related system in
the netherlands (a country which is our best current example of how/when
globalization and gentrification become synonymous) where she talks about the
Dutch govt (the autochthonous superstructure in this equation) deploying (pitting)
the queer community/liberal set against the immigrant community by throwing
them a wee little bone ... back when the dutch govt made a video that was used
in select embassy visa/consular sections in the muslim world; the video showed
gay men kissing and topless women sunbathing.  it was meant to 'show' dutch
culture but sent an underlying message of 'don't come'.  Butler warns the queer
community to not allow itself to be deployed like a weapon against another
minority community (just because it has a tad bit more agency than that other
minority group, e.g. immigrants from the muslim world).  now add in their new
ruler and the ensuing 45% culture fund cut and you got a big ole mess playing
out in the realm of tolerance; Here is the NYTimes article about the Dutch
Immigration film and the lecture by Judith Butler that I referenced ... she
obviously takes it to a different angle of critique than the NYT's journalist:

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/03/16/international/europe/16dutch.html
http://versobooks.com/verso_info/butler-critchley-ranciere.shtml


